SUPER WHY!
and
The Three Little Pigs

Interactive Coloring Book

A SUPER WHY Adventure with ____________________________

(Write your name here.)
“Hi, it’s me, Whyatt! Uh oh! The Big Bad Wolf is blowing down houses! I want to know WHY. Let’s jump into the book THE THREE LITTLE PIGS and find that Big Bad Wolf!”
“Alpha Pig... with Alphabet Power! Princess Presto... with Spelling Power! Wonder Red... with Word Power! Super Why... with the Power to Read! And Super You... with the Power to Help!”

Draw yourself as a Super Reader in the box. “Whyflyers, we’re ready to fly into the book!”

Don’t forget to color your Whyflyer.
"We're in the book THE THREE LITTLE PIGS! But how will we find the wolf? Alpha Pig...to the rescue!"

First, color in the alphabet. Then, circle all the letters in the word WOLF. Write the word WOLF on the sign.
“Do you see the wolf? Lickety letters! You found the wolf!” Color him in so we can see him better!
“Double drats! The wolf got away. And we’re behind this wall of sticks! Wonder Red...to the rescue! Wall is an ‘ALL’ word.” Let’s make another ‘ALL’ word. Write a T in the blank to make the word TALL. Now draw the wall even bigger so it’s really, really tall!”
“Hey look! We made another ‘ALL’ word. What did we make? A ball!” Write a B in the blank to make the word BALL. Color in the ball of sticks. “Wonderific, you are terrific! Now we can roll the ball of sticks out of the way and get to the wolf! One, two, three, roll!”
"I'm going to HUFF and PUFF AND BLOW this house down!" It's the Big Bad Wolf! Write the words BIG and BAD on his t-shirt. "Come on, Super Readers. Let's go talk to that Big Bad Wolf!"
“Wolf, we’re the Super Readers and we want to talk to you.” “No! I’m big and bad and I don’t want to talk to you!” “Oh no! We want to stop the wolf from being so big and bad! Super Why... to the rescue!”

Circle the opposites of big and bad. Now write those words on his t-shirt. What does his new t-shirt say?
“Why, hello, Super Readers! I am the Small Good Wolf!” We turned the Big Bad Wolf into a Small Good Wolf! Super job, Super You! Now we can talk to him! “Wolf, WHY do you keep blowing down houses?”
“Boo hoo! No one will play with me! I just want a friend!” How does the wolf feel? He feels sad. Circle the word SAD. “We’ll play with you, Wolf! We’ll be your friend.”
“Yippee! Thanks for being my friend, Super Readers!”
“We got our answer! Now we know why the wolf was blowing down houses. He needed a friend!
Hip Hip Hooray! The Super Readers save the day!”
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